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Abstract

A nonlinear quantum hydrodynamical model of simple metal surfaces is developed for predicting nonlinear correc-

tions to the image potential acting on a highly charged ion moving near a planar surface. The classical image potential

acting between a classical point charge, Z1e, and a metal surface may be derived, within a linear hydrodynamical model,

as the virtual excitation of a surface plasmon due to the interaction with the external charge. On the other hand, a non-

linear quantum hydrodynamical model of the homogeneous electron gas has been recently developed to study second

order corrections to the wake potential of fast charged particles passing through matter, and this model is now extended

to study the bounded electron gas. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.

PACS: 73.20.M; 34.50.D; 79.20.R

A charged particle moving near a metal surface experiences an attractive potential arising from the po-
larization which it induces in the medium. This is the so-called image potential, which has been the subject
of extensive investigations. In the framework of classical electrodynamics, the image potential for a particle
of charge Z1e at a distance z from a metal surface is [1] V �z� � ÿZ2

1 e2=4z. Within a quantum-mechanical
framework, the image potential has its origin in the interaction between the charged particle and the surface
plasmon ®eld existing in the neighbourhood of the metal surface [2], and it is found to coincide at large
distances from the surface with the classical result. Dynamical corrections to the classical image potential
have been obtained by using the linear response of the medium [3,4], and high-order recoil e�ects due to the
exchange of virtual quanta of surface excitations between the charge and the surface have been investigated
[5], still using the linear response of the medium, within the self-energy formalism developed by Manson
and Ritchie [4]. For an ion moving outside of a metal recoil can be neglected, but one might need to con-
sider contributions coming from the nonlinear response of the medium. In the case of charged particles
moving inside a metal nonlinear e�ects in the interaction with the electron gas have been found to be
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important [6], and one might expect them to be nonnegligible in the case of charged particles moving near a
metal surface.

In this paper we ®rst develop a nonlinear quantum hydrodynamical model of a bounded electron gas.
Then, we present an analysis of the quadratic contribution to the surface wake induced by a charged
ion moving parallel to a planar surface. Then we present calculations for the quadratic contribution to
the image potential, which we de®ne as half the induced potential at the position of the charged particle
that creates it. Atomic units will be used throughout, unless otherwise is stated.

Within a hydrodynamical model, ®rst developed by Bloch [7], one assumes that the collective motion of
the electron gas may be described in terms of the displacement of electrons from their original uniform
state, and all relevant physical quantities can be expressed in terms of the electron density, n�r; t�. We ap-
proximate the internal energy as a sum of the classical Coulomb energy and the Thomas±Fermi functional
[8], and the exchange-correlation energy is neglected, therefore, at this point. Finally, the electron gas is
treated as a ¯uid having an irrotational ¯ow, and a velocity potential, w�r; t�, can be introduced according
to the de®nition v�r; t� � ÿrw�r; t�.

After an expansion of the electronic density and the velocity potential according to:

n�r; t� � n0 � n1�r; t� � � � � ; �1�

w�r; t� � 0� w1�r; t� � � � � ; �2�
respectively, where it is assumed, e.g., that n0 � n1 � � � �, the Hamiltonian, H�t�, of the system is found to
be, up to second order in the deviation from the ground state [9]:

H�t� �
Z

d3 rH�r; t�; �3�

where H�r; t� is the density Hamiltonian

H �HG �H0 �H1 �4�
with:

HG � 3

10
�3p2�2=3n5=3

0 ; �5�

H0 � 1

2
n0�rw1�2 �

1

6
�3p2�2=3nÿ1=3

0 n2
1 ÿ

1

2
U �1�indn1; �6�

H1 � 1

2
n1�rw1�2: �7�

HG represents the ground state energy of the electron gas in the frame of the Thomas±Fermi model. U �1�ind

is the ®rst order induced electronic potential, which is obtained as a solution of the Poisson equation with
the electron density replaced by n0 � n1�r; t�. The linear deviation from the ground state is obtained through
H0. H1, which goes to a higher order in the perturbed electronic density, appears as a consequence of the
nonlinearity of the system.

We consider a homogeneous electron gas contained in the region z < 0 and bounded by an in®nite bar-
rier at z � 0. The ®elds due to bulk electronic excitations extend only a few atomic units beyond the surface
[10]. Accordingly, we only consider normal modes of oscillation of the Euler±Lagrange equations associat-
ed to the surface, which we shall refer after quantization as surface plasmons. The linearized Hamiltonian,
H0, can be quantized on the basis of these normal modes, and one ®nds, after introduction of Eq. (6) into
Eq. (3) [11,12]:
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H0 � 1

A

X
q

�1=2� Xq�b̂��q; t�b̂�q; t�; �8�

where A represents the normalization area, and b̂�q; t� is the annihilation Bose operator for a surface plas-
mon with a two-dimensional wave vector q parallel to the surface and frequency Xq:

X2
q �

1

2
x2

p � b2q2 � bq�2x2
p � b2q2�1=2

h i
: �9�

b represents the speed of propagation of hydrodynamic disturbances in the electron gas, b2 � v2
F=3, and xp

is the so-called plasma frequency, x2
p � 4pn0.

At this point, we go further in the description of the surface plasmon ®eld. We also quantize the Ham-
iltonian H1 of Eq. (7), which describes the triple-vertex interaction between three excitations appearing as a
consequence of the nonlinearity of the system, and we ®nd, in the limit as A!1:

H1 �
Z

d2k1

�2p�2
d2k2

�2p�2
dx1

2p
dx2

2p
dx3

2p
x1x2 Kk1;k2

/̂�k1;x1� /̂�k2;x2� /̂�ÿk1 ÿ k2;x3� � eÿi�x1�x2�x3�t;

�10�
where

/̂�q;x� � b̂�q;x� � b̂��ÿq;ÿx����
2
p ; �11�

Kk1;k2
� 2jk1 � k2jpk1�k2

pk1
pk2

n0k1k2�k1 � 2pk1
��k2 � 2pk2

��jk1 � k2j � 2pk1�k2
�Xk1

Xk2
Xk1�k2

� �1=2 pk1�k2
� jk1 � k2j

�pk1
ÿ k1��pk2

ÿ k2�
� k1k2�k1 � k2 ÿ pk1

pk2
�

pk1
� pk2

� pk1�k2

ÿ k1pk2
�k1 � k2 ÿ pk1

k2�
pk1
� k2 � pk1�k2

pk1
k2�k1 � k2 ÿ k1pk2

�
k1 � pk2

� pk1�k2

�
ÿ pk1

pk2
�k1 � k2 ÿ k1k2�

k1 � k2 � pk1�k2

�
; �12�

and

pk � 1

2b
ÿ bk �

��������������������������
�2x2

p � b2k2�
q� �

: �13�

Now we consider a particle of charge Z1 moving with velocity v outside of the solid, along a trajectory
that is parallel to the surface, at a given distance z0. This charge gives rise to the perturbation energy

H 0 � ÿZ1

Z
d2q

�2p�2

���������������������������
2ppqx2

p

Xqq�q� 2pq�

s
eiq�vtÿqz0/̂�q; t�: �14�

This coupling between the perturbing charge and the medium results in a deviation of the electrons from
their equilibrium positions. The scalar electric potential operator corresponding to the interaction between
a test unit positive charge at an arbitrary point r � �q; z� and the disturbed electron gas is, in the represen-
tation of second quantization:

V̂ �r; t� � ÿ
Z

d2q

�2p�2

���������������������������
2ppqx2

p

Xqq�q� 2pq�

s
eiq�qÿqz0 /̂�q; t�; �15�

where Xq and /̂�q; t� are given by Eqs. (9) and (11), respectively.
The induced potential is de®ned as the expectation value of the interaction potential operator:
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V �r; t� � hW0jV̂ H�r; t�jW0i
hW0jW0i ; �16�

where jW0i is the Heisenberg ground state of the interacting system and V̂ H �r; t� represents the interaction
potential of Eq. (15) in the Heisenberg picture.

The induced potential of Eq. (16) can be expanded, in powers of the strength of the perturbing potential,
by ®rst applying Wick's theorem and then recovering the retarded character of the response functions in-
volved. Up to second order, one ®nds:

V �r; t� � V1�r; t� � V2�r; t�; �17�
which can be represented diagrammatically as in Fig. 1. The ®rst term gives the contribution to the induced
potential that is proportional to Z1:

V1�r; t� �
Z1x2

p

2p

Z
d2q�M�q��2eiq��qÿvt�eÿq�z�z0�D�q; q � v�; �18�

where

Mq �
���������������������������

pq

qXq�q� 2pq�
r

; �19�

and

D�q;x� � Xq

x�x� id� ÿ X2
q

�20�

is the retarded version of the Fourier transform of the time-ordered free propagator

DTO�q; t� � ÿi
h0jT �/̂�q; t�/̂��q; 0��j0i

h0j0i : �21�

T is the time ordering operator, j0i represents the ground state of the noninteracting system, and d is a
positive in®nitesimal.

Eq. (18) coincides, in the low-q limit, with the well-known expression for the surface wake [13] obtained
for a particle traveling in the vacuum (z0 > 0) within the specular-re¯exion model of Ritchie and Marusak
[14]. This equation also reproduces previous calculations for the induced potential at the position of the
particle [15].

The second term of Eq. (17) gives the ®rst nonlinear or quadratic correction to the induced potential:

V2�r; t� � ÿ
Z2

1x
3
p

3�2p�5=2

Z
d2qd2q1 eiq��qÿvt�eÿq�z�z0�eÿ�q1�jqÿq1j�z0MqMq1

Mqÿq1
D�q;x�D�q1;x1�

D�qÿ q1;xÿ x1� � xx1Kÿq;q1
ÿ x�xÿ x1�Kÿq;qÿq1

� x1�xÿ x1�Kq1;qÿq1

� 	
; �22�

Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams representing ®rst (a) and second (b) order contributions to the induced potential generated by an ion mov-

ing parallel to a metal surface. The moving ion is considered as an external source of momentum and energy, is represented by white

points, and the cross represents a test positive unit charge. Wavy lines represent surface plasmon propagators, and the black point,

joining three plasmon lines, describes the nonlinear interaction between three excitations.
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where x � q � v and x1 � q1 � v.
Linear and quadratic contributions to the induced potential of Eq. (17) at the position of the particle

have been plotted separately in Fig. 2, in the case of a projectile of charge Z1 � 10 passing outside of a met-
al surface with rs � 2 (rs � �3=4n0p�1=3� and a velocity of v � 2, as a function of the distance z. At large
distances the induced potential converges to the classical result, ÿZ1=2z, which has been represented in
the same ®gure by a dotted line. Quadratic contributions to the image potential of a positive charge (half
the induced potential of Fig. 2) slightly enhance the result obtained within linear response theory, the per-
centage di�erence between total and linear image potentials being, at the surface, on the order of 1:1% for
protons and 11% in the case of Z1 � 10. Also, the quadratic contribution to the induced potential decays
much quicker than the linear contribution, as z!1, becoming negligible at a few atomic units outside the
surface.

Fig. 3 exhibits the ratio between quadratic and linear contributions to the image potential of a projectile
passing outside of a metal surface with the same parameters, Z1, v and rs, as in Fig. 2. It is obvious from this
®gure that even for highly charged ions with Z1 � 10 quadratic corrections to the image potential are neg-
ligible in the case of particles of this velocity traveling at z > 4 a.u. into the vacuum.

In summary, we have generalized the hydrodynamical model of a bounded electron gas to include the
®rst nonlinear interaction between the surface plasmons. We have given an explicit expression for the

Fig. 2. First (dashed line) and second (solid line) order image potential induced by an ion of charge Z1 � 10, moving parallel to an

aluminum metallic surface (rs � 2 a.u.) with a velocity of v � 2 a.u., as a function of the distance of the ion from the metallic surface.

The classical induced potential, ÿZ1=2z, is represented by a dotted line.

Fig. 3. The ratio between the quadratic and the linear image-potential induced by an ion of charge Z1 � 10, moving parallel to an alu-

minum metallic surface (rs � 2 a.u.) with a velocity of v � 2 a.u., as a function of the distance of the ion from the metallic surface.
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quadratic contribution to the image-potential, when this model is applied and the nonlinear interaction be-
tween the surface plasmons is considered. It has been shown that the nonlinearity of the image-potential at
the position of the charged particle is negligible in the case of charged particles traveling a few atomic units
outside the surface.
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